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Abstract 
Shull, R., A. Shuchat, J.B. Orlin and M. Lepp, Recognizing hidden bicircular networks, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 41 (1993) 13-53. 
In this and a subsequent paper (by R. Shull, A. Shuchat, J.B. Orlin and M. Lepp), we introduce a 
polynomial-time algorithm for transforming an m x n matrix A by projective equivalence into the 
generalized incidence matrix of a bicircular generalized network N when such a matrix exists. In this 
paper, we construct the underlying graph G of N by an algorithm of worst-case complexity m’n’. In the 
sequel, we assign arc weights to G to obtain N and the projective equivalence. 
1. Introduction 
A generalized network flow problem is a linear program min{ cx ) Ax = b, x1 0}, 
where the constraint matrix A has at most two nonzero entries in each column. This 
program can be expressed as a minimum cost flow problem in a network with arc 
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gains. Specialized algorithms that take advantage of the generalized network 
structure run approximately 50 times faster on such problems than algorithms for 
arbitrary linear programs [9,10]. For this reason, there has been considerable 
interest in recognizing generalized network structures in linear programs. In this and 
a subsequent paper [13], we introduce a polynomial-time algorithm for trans- 
forming a linear program into a generalized network flow problem, under suitable 
conditions involving the network structure. This algorithm is based on earlier work 
[12] in which we study the matroid structure of generalized networks. Another 
algorithm has been developed along different lines by Coullard et al. [6]. 
There are various algorithms for converting linear programs into flow problems 
on pure networks, where all arc gains are 1, when such a conversion is possible: 
[2,3,7,8]. Some such algorithms [3,7] have nearly linear complexity, but as yet there 
is no polynomial-time algorithm for recognizing generalized networks. 
We call two matrices projectively equivalent when one can be obtained from the 
other by elementary row operations and nonzero column scalings. The solutions of 
two linear programs with projectively equivalent constraint matrices correspond to 
one another in an obvious way. Let U be a matrix. We assume throughout that U 
has fill row rank and is in standard form [ 11. Here and in [ 131 we show how to 
transform I/ into the constraint matrix of a generalized network flow problem in 
polynomial time, provided there exists an underlying bicircular generalized network 
N whose generalized incidence matrix is projectively equivalent to U (see below for 
definitions). If no such network exists, the algorithm either produces a non- 
bicircular one or terminates in a contradiction. In the present paper we construct 
the graph G = (K E) underlying N and in [ 131 we assign directions and arc gains, and 
obtain the projective equivalence. Then U is a ( V( x Ii71 matrix, and the worst-case 
complexity of the construction of the graph is ( VI2 (E12. 
The algorithm to construct G, which is described more fully in Sections 3-13, pro- 
ceeds as follows. The matroid M(U) represented by the columns of U will be 
isomorphic to the bicircular matroid B(G) on G. In the preprocessing stage, we 
identify the components of M(U) that will correspond to the connected components 
of B(G) and reduce the problem to the connected case. Using results of [12], we can 
contract out elements that lie in no circuit and construct a basis for M(U) for which 
there is a single minimal class with respect to an ordering of the equivalence classes 
determined by the fundamental circuits. We perform a further contraction so that 
the equivalence classes determined by “secondary” circuits are singletons, and then 
contract any nonminimal basic elements. 
In Section 2 below, these contractions yield a basis for M(U) that corresponds 
to certain possible geometric forms in G. The complement of each secondary circuit, 
relative to this basis, is connected in G. In Sections 3-8, we use this fact to determine 
the form of the basis for B(G) and the incidences of the basic and nonbasic edges. 
In Sections 9-12 we “reattach” the edges that were contracted earlier, using the 
ordering of the fundamental classes. 
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2. Fundamental classes in bicircular matroids 
This section contains a brief introduction to fundamental and secondary circuits 
in bicircular matroids. A more complete treatment of these topics is contained in 
t121. 
Let B be a basis for a matroid M on a finite nonempty set S and let F, denote 
the fundamental circuit relative to B containing e E S-B. Given a E B, let Q[a] = 
{e E S-B: a E F,}, the set of nonbasic elements whose fundamental circuits contain 
CI. For a, b E B, let asM b iff every fundamental circuit in M containing b also con- 
tains a, and let asMb iff a and b are in the same fundamental circuits. (When M 
is the only matroid involved, we omit the subscript.) This defines an equivalence 
relation on B. The fundamental class [a] of a~ B is its equivalence class in B/s. 
The relation [a] 5 [6] iff a 5 b defines a partial order on B/s, and a minimal class 
is an equivalence class that is minimal for this partial order. A minimal element of 
B is an element of a minimal class, i.e., a is minimal iff bra implies b=a. Let M 
be the set of minimal elements in B. 
Let G = (K E) be a connected graph with node set I/ and edge set E. An assign- 
ment of directions d and nonzero weights (gains) w to the edges of E determines 
a generalized network N=(AG, w). We denote undirected edges by e= [a, b] and 
directed edges by d(e) = (a, b). When w(e) > 0, e E E, w(e) is interpreted as the unit 
gain for flow traveling along the directed arc d(e): if x(e) is the flow leaving the 
origin node of o(e), then w(e)x(e) is the flow arriving at the destination node. If all 
gains are 1, we call N a pure network. For each cycle in N we choose an arbitrary, 
fixed direction. A unit cycle is one whose net gain, the product of the weights of 
the forward arcs divided by that of the reverse arcs, is 1 (this includes loops with 
gain 1). Of course, reversing the direction of a cycle does not affect whether it is 
a unit cycle. In a pure network, all cycles are unit cycles. A proper one-tree in G 
is a tree T together with a single edge joining two (not necessarily distinct) nodes 
of T. A one-tree is either a tree or a proper one-tree, and a one-forest is the union 
of disjoint one-trees. A bicycle is a graph homeomorphic to one of the graphs in 
Fig. 1. 
The cycle (polygon) matroid of G is the matroid P(G) defined on E whose in- 
dependent sets are forests, i.e., cycle-free sets of edges. Its bases are the spanning 
trees and its circuits are the cycles of G [I, 181. The bicircular matroid of G is the 
matroid B(G) defined on E whose independent sets are one-forests. Its bases are the 
spanning one-forests and its circuits are the bicycles of G. The gain matroid of 
N= (,4G, w) is the matroid GN(N) = GN@lG, w) defined on E whose circuits are the 
unit cycles of N and the bicycles containing no unit cycles. (When the directions are 
understood, we may write G rather than ,4G.) Thus if N is a pure network, then 
GN(N) = P(G), while if N has no unit cycles, then ON(N)= B(G). We call N a 
bicircular generalized network if it has no unit cycles. Note that a gain matroid 
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may be bicircular even if its underlying generalized network is not bicircular. 
Results on bicircular networks and their associated matroids may be found in 
[5, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19,201. 
Bicycles that are fundamental circuits with respect to a basis for B(G) cannot be 
used to distinguish edges in the same minimal class. In order to distinguish such 
edges, we introduce the notions of secondary bicycle and secondary equivalence. Let 
M be a matroid with basis B. A secondary circuit in M is a circuit containing exactly 
two nonbasic elements. Two elements a, b E B are secondarily equivalent, as2 b, if 
they belong to precisely the same fundamental and secondary circuits. This defines 
an equivalence relation on B, and we denote the equivalence class of a E B by [alz. 
We call [aI2 the secondary class of a; of course, [a] > [alI. The secondary compfe- 
men2 of a secondary circuit is its complement in B. 
We classify the structure of the minimal classes of B(G) as in [12], under fairly 
nonrestrictive assumptions on G. Throughout thepresent paper we will assume that 
(1) G is a connected graph with at least two nonbasic edges in which every edge lies 
in a bicycle, and (2) B(G) has a basis B containing a single minimal class M and 
for which no two edges aresecondarily equivalent. In [12], we show that a sequence 
of appropriate operations reduces every graph satisfying (1) to a graph satisfying 
(2), with B=M. 
An arm of a basic cycle C denotes a path of basic edges whose initial node (axilla) 
is a node of C, that contains no edges of C, and is contained in no longer path with 
these properties. 
Theorem 2.1 [12]. Suppose B=M. Then B has one of the following forms: 
(ij B consists of two cycles without arms, and each node of G is incident to at 
least one nonbasic edge. The nonbasic edges form a cut-set of G that is minimal for 
set inclusion. 
(ii) B consists of a cycle with two single-edge arms, and each nonbasic edge of 
G joins the terminal nodes of these arms. If the arms have distinct axillae, then the 
cycle consists of two edges; otherwise it is a loop. 
(iii) B consists of a cycle with at most one arm, and each node of basic degree 
2 is incident to at least one nonbasic edge of G. Zf B contains an arm A, then every 
nonbasic edge in G meets the terminal node of A. If, in addition, the cycle is a loop, 
then some nonbasic edge joins the axilla and terminal node of A. 
A case analysis according to the possible forms of B shows the following: 
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Proposition 2.2. If B=M, then secondary complements in B(G) are connected. 
We will assume throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, that 1B 12 5. 
This assumption allows us to reduce the number of possible forms that G can take. 
When jBI < 5, similar techniques can be used. A complete classification of these 
forms for IBI < 5 using other methods can be found in [5]. 
3. Reconstructing a cycle of minimal edges 
In Sections 3-6, we suppose B is a cycle, B = C, and consider the remaining cases 
afterwards. By Theorem 2.1, each node of G is met by some nonbasic edge, i.e., 
a chord or loop of C. Let C= (n, bl, 1, b2, 2, . . . , n - 1, b,, n). By assumption, n 2 5. 
(Where necessary, we take indices modulo n. We will ignore the nodes in such a 
description when the notation is clear.) For the path L = b,b2 ... b, (1 < m < n), we 
let 8(L) = {n, m} denote the set of end or boundary nodes of L, I(L) = { 1, . . . , m - I} 
the set of interior nodes, and X(L)= {m + 1, . . . , n - 1) the set of exterior nodes. 
(Similar notation will be used for other paths.) 
Lemma 3.1. Each basic edge is in a secondary complement of cardinality at least 2. 
Proof. Let b E C, and WLOG suppose b = 6,. Let N= { 2,3,4, . . . , n - 1) . If there 
are two distinct nonbasic edges incident to N but not to n, then the path b,b, is in 
a secondary complement. If there are not two such edges, then there are at least 
n - 3 2 2 nonbasic edges that are either chords of N or join N to n. Since they do 
not meet 1, b1 b2 is in a secondary complement. 0 
Definition 3.2. Let be C. A minimal secondary complement for b is a secondary 
complement containing b of smallest cardinality m 2 2. 
Fig. 2. 
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Note that a secondary complement of size 2 is a minimal secondary complement 
for each of its edges. However, Fig. 2 gives an example where L = {bl,b2,b3} is a 
minimal secondary complement of both br and b2, but not of bs. (Nonbasic edges 
are dashed.) 
Proposition 3.3. Let L = b,bz *a* b, be a minimal secondary complement of b E C, 
where mz3. 
(a) Let m > 3. Then b is either bl or 6,. If b = bl, then each nonbasic edge inci- 
dent to nodes2,3, . . . . m - 1 also meets b at its node 1 E I(L), while all nonbasic edges 
incident to nodes n - (m - 2), n - (m - 3), . . . , n - 1 meet b at its node n E a(L). If 
b = b,, the situation is symmetric. 
(b) Let m = 3. At least one nonbasic edge is parallel to bz. If b = b2, then all non- 
basic edges adjacent to b2 are parallel to bZ. 
Proof. Let f and g be distinct nonbasic edges that determine a secondary bicycle for 
which L is a minimal secondary complement. Then f and g are not incident to Z(L). 
WLOG, either f is incident to n and g to m, or else f = [n, m]. 
Suppose b = bl. Since L is minimal, each nonbasic edge incident to the m -2 
nodes 2,3,..., m - 1, i.e., adjacent to the path b3b4 ... b,_,, must also meet node 1 
(otherwise this edge and f determine a secondary bicycle with a smaller secondary 
complement that contains b). Similarly, every nonbasic edge incident to nodes 
n-(m-2),n-(m-3),...,n-1, i.e., adjacent to b,P(,_3)...b,_1, meets node n, 
by considering it together with the nonbasic edge [ 1,2]. If b = b,, the situation is 
symmetric. If m > 3 and b+ bl, b,, then there is a node i E I(L) not incident to b. 
Either f or g, together with a nonbasic edge at i, determines a secondary complement 
containing b of size at least 2 and smaller than L, in contradiction. Thus b = b1 or 
b=b,. 
Now suppose m = 3. If b= bl or b3, the above argument shows there is a non- 
basic edge parallel to b2. The remainder follows similarly. 0 
Proposition 3.3(a) implies the following. 
Corollary 3.4. Let L = bl b2 ... 6, be a minimal secondary complement of b,, with 
m>3. Then for all i, 2si<m- 1 and n-(m-2)<iln-1, bibi+, is a minimal 
secondary complement of each of its edges. 
Corollary 3.5. Each minimal secondary complement in a cycle of length n has car- 
dinality m I 1 + $n. 
Proof. The 2m - 2 edges b,-(, _ 3), . . . , b,_ Ir b,, b,, . . . , b, are all distinct. 0 
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Corollary 3.6. Each edge b in C is in at most two minimal secondary complements. 
Proof. Let b E C and m be the cardinality of each minimal secondary complement 
L for b. Clearly, b is a boundary edge of at most two paths of length m in C. Thus 
if m > 3 or m = 2, then no more than two such sets L exist for 6. If m = 3 and b = b2 
is the middle edge of a minimal secondary complement L = bl b2b, for b, then L is 
the only such set for b. Indeed b2b3b, cannot also be a minimal secondary comple- 
ment for b since, by Proposition 3.3(b), G contains no nonbasic chord [2,3]. The 
reasoning is analogous for b,blb2 and the result follows for all m. 0 
4. Resolving minimal secondary complements in a cycle 
We wish to reconstruct the cycle C in the graph G, in part from information about 
its secondary complements. Although a secondary complement L is a path in C, we 
do not know a priori which of the possible orderings of its elements corresponds 
to the two possible path orderings. 
Lemma 4.1. Let L = {c, d, e> be a connected subset of C. Suppose there is a secon- 
dary bicycle K containing c and d, and whose secondary complement C- K contains 
e and at least one other basic edge. Then e cannot be the middle edge of L. The same 
is true if K contains e and at least one other basic edge, but neither c nor d. 
Proof. Since both C-K and CnK=C-(C-K) are connected, the result is im- 
mediate. q 
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to resolve a minimal secondary comple- 
ment LcC into its corresponding path orderings using only the information pro- 
vided by the bicycles and secondary bicycles of B(G). 
In the example given in Fig. 2, the only path ordering of L is b,b2b, (and its 
reversal). By Lemma 4.1, b3 must lie at one end of L, but both b, b2b3 and b2bl b3 
are consistent with the available information. Fortunately, this example gives the 
canonical exception. In every other case, assuming /Cl 2 5, it is possible to resolve 
a minimal secondary complement into a path. 
Definition 4.2. Let L = b1 b, ... b,, where m = 2 or 3. Suppose every nonbasic edge 
of G is incident to node n and none are incident to Z(L), except for exactly one non- 
basic edge parallel to b2. (If IL1 =2, suppose there is also at least one nonbasic 
edge [2, n].) In this case we call L an m-spider at node n. In the symmetric case where 
the roles of n and 3 (2) are interchanged, we call L an m-spider at node 3 (2). If 
C contains a spider L, we call C a web. 
In Fig. 2, C is a web since L is a 3-spider at node n. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let L = 6, b2 ... b, be a minimal secondary complement of C that 
is not a 3-spider. Up to reversal, this is the unique ordering of the edges of L that 
is consistent with the connectivity of the secondary bicycles of B(G) and their com- 
plements. 
Proof. If m = 2 the result is immediate. Let m = 3 and L be a minimal secondary 
complement for b. By Proposition 3.3, G has a nonbasic edge x parallel to b2. Sup- 
pose there is a nonbasic edge y whose nodes are both in X(L) (y may be a loop). 
Then y and x determine two secondary bicycles that show, by Lemma 4.1, that 
neither 6, nor b3 is the middle edge of L in any consistent ordering. So if such an 
edge y exists in G, then the given ordering of L is unique. The same argument applies 
if y has one node in X(L) and one in I(L). 
Let y be a nonbasic edge with one node in X(L) and one at node n (3). Then, by 
Lemma 4.1, b3 (b,) is at one end in any consistent ordering of L. So if there are 
nonbasic edges in G from X(L) to both nodes of a(L), the given ordering of L is 
unique. 
Now suppose, WLOG, that all nonbasic edges with one node in X(L) are incident 
to node n. Then b, cannot be the middle edge of L. Also, {b,, b4} is a secondary 
complement, so b # b,. If any nonbasic edge at node 3 is a loop or is incident to 
I(L), then we can similarly show b1 cannot be the middle edge of L, and the order- 
Feathered outward Feathered Inward 
Feathered in parallel 
Fig. 3. 
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ing is unique. So we may assume all nonbasic edges at 3 are incident to n. Let z be 
one such edge. 
If any nonbasic edge at 1 is a loop or is incident to n, then we again show that 
b, is at one end of L, and the ordering is unique. So we may assume all nonbasic 
edges at 1 are parallel to &. If any nonbasic edge at node 2 is a loop or is incident 
to n, then it and z determine (b,, b2} as a secondary complement, so 6#6, or b2. 
This is a contradiction, so all nonbasic edges at 2 are parallel to b2. Since L is not 
a 3-spider, the only possible form remaining for L is that there exists such an edge 
u#x parallel to bZ. Then b2 forms a secondary bicycle with two nonbasic edges, 
and is the unique element of L with this property. So the given ordering of L is 
unique. 
Now let m > 3 and L be a minimal secondary complement of b. By Proposition 
3.3, WLOG, b=bl and the pairs (b2rb3},(b3,b4},...,{bm-l,bm} are secondary 
complements and thus connected. So for any consistent ordering of L, it follows 
that b,b, ... 6, is a path in C and b, is adjacent to either 6, or b,, but not both. 
Again by Proposition 3.3, there is a secondary bicycle K for which Ctl K = 
{b,, bl, b,}, and in addition {b,_ ,, 6,) is a secondary complement. These are con- 
nected, so b, cannot be the middle edge of CfI K in any consistent ordering. Thus 
6, is adjacent to b2 and the given ordering of L is unique. 0 
5. Amalgamating paths in a cycle 
For conciseness, we call the ordering of edges in a path consistent if it is consistent 
with the connectivity of the secondary bicycles of B(G) and their complements, as 
in Proposition 4.3 above. Let X and Y be connected subsets of C of length 2 2 with 
consistent path orderings. We say X and Y overlap if they have one or more edges 
in common and are adjacent if they share a node but no edges. In these cases the 
obvious ordering of XU Y, formed by amalgamating the orderings of X and Y, is 
also consistent. For example, in the proof of Proposition 4.3 we amalgamated the 
orderings of overlapping paths when m > 3. 
Form a O-l incidence matrix H whose rows are indexed by the n edges of C and 
whose columns are indexed by the secondary complements and secondary bicycles 
of B(G). If G has IEl edges, then His IBl xO(IE12). The ordering of the edges of 
C is consistent if and only if H has the circular ones property. We apply a circular 
ones algorithm [4,16] to order the rows of H in time O(lBl lE12), and then show 
in this section that this determines the ordering of C to within a small number of 
possibilities. 
Corollary 5.1. In the cycle C, let (a) L = 6, b,b, be a 3-spider at node n or (b) 
L = b,b2 be a 2-spider at node n. Then, up to reversal, b,b, .‘. b, is the uniquely 
consistent ordering of the edges of {b3, b4, . . . . 6,). Moreover, b1b2b3 ... b, and 
b2b,b, ... b, are the only consistent orderings of the edges of C. 
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Proof. In case (a) the pairs {Z+, b4}, { bq, b,), . . . , {b,_ 1, b,} are all secondary com- 
plements and thus form overlapping paths for any consistent ordering of the edges 
in C. The result follows by amalgamation. In particular, 6s cannot be the middle 
edge of L in any consistent ordering. In case (b), the proof is similar; here { 6,, &} 
is a secondary complement. 0 
When C is not a web, i.e., has no spiders, the following results give sufficient con- 
ditions for being able to amalgamate the orderings of adjacents paths in a unique 
way. Below, uniqueness will always be understood as meaning up to reversal. 
Definition 5.2. Let i be a node of C and j = i+ rn (i - m), where m 2 2. [Recall that 
indices are taken modulo n.] If every nonbasic edge incident to nodes i + 1, . . . ,j 
(i - 1, . . . , j) is also incident to i, we say G has a right (left) feather at i, through j. 
Figure 3 illustrates right and left feathers in G. 
Proposition 5.3. Let L, = b, b2 and L, = b3 b4 be secondary complements of size 2 
that are adjacent at node 2. Suppose L, and L, are not 2-spiders and G does not 
have a feather at 2. Then the amalgamation blb2b3b4 is the unique consistent 
ordering of the edges of L, U L,. 
Proof. Since each L; is a secondary complement, its edges are adjacent in any con- 
sistent ordering. It suffices to prove that b2 and b3 must be adjacent in any consis- 
tent ordering. If {b,, b,} is a secondary complement the result follows, so we may 
assume it is not. This implies that either (i) all nonbasic edges meeting 1 also meet 
2; or (ii) all nonbasic edges meeting 3 also meet 2, or (iii) a single nonbasic edge joins 
both 1 and 3 and all other nonbasic edges in G meet 2. 
In case (iii), every pair {b,, bi+1} (mod n) is a secondary complement, except for 
{ bZ, b3}, so by amalgamation, b3 b4 ... b,b1b2 is a path for any consistent ordering. 
Since C is a cycle, the result follows. 
Cases (i) and (ii) are symmetric; we assume case (i). There exists a nonbasic edge 
x parallel to bf, and all nonbasic edges meeting 1 are parallel to x. Let y be a non- 
basic edge incident to 3. If y joins 3 to 2, then y and x determine a secondary bicycle 
K with C tl K = { b2, b3 } . Since the secondary complement C-K is connected, bz is 
adjacent to b3 for any consistent ordering and the result follows. Thus, we may 
assume y misses nodes 1 and 2. 
Since G does not have a left feather at 2 through n, there is a nonbasic edge z 
that meets n but not 2 (or 1, by (i)). Then y and z determine a secondary bicycle 
with complement {b,, b2, b,}. So b3 is adjacent to either b1 or b2 in any consistent 
ordering. If there is a nonbasic edge incident to {n - 1, n - 2, . . . ,3} but not to n, 
then, together with x, it determines a secondary bicycle K containing bZ, b, whose 
complement C-K contains b,, bl. The result then follows by Lemma 4.1. SO we 
may assume all such edges meet n. 
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Since L, is a secondary complement, there is a nonbasic edge u at 2 that does not 
meet 1. If there exists a loop at 2 or a nonbasic edge parallel to and distinct from 
x, then b2 forms a secondary bicycle with two nonbasic edges, and by the above 
assumptions is the only such element of C. So the given ordering is uniquely consis- 
tent and the result follows. Thus we may assume that any nonbasic edge at 2 other 
than x meets n. Since G contains U, L, is a 2-spider at n. This contradicts our initial 
hypotheses, and completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 5.4. Let L, = b1 bzb3 and L, = b,b5 be minimal secondary complements 
of C that are adjacent at node 3. If L, is not a 3-spider, then the amalgamation 
6, b2b3b,b, is the unique consistent ordering of the edges of L1 U Lz. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that b3 and b4 are adjacent in any consistent ordering. 
By Proposition 3.3, there is a nonbasic edge x parallel to b2. Let y be a nonbasic 
edge at 4 that misses 3. Then x, y determine {b,, b4) as a secondary complement 
and the result follows. Thus we may assume each such edge y is parallel to b,. 
Now x, y determine a secondary bicycle K with Cn K= { b2, b,, b4}. So in any 
consistent ordering, b4 is adjacent to either b2 or b,. By Proposition 4.3, the order- 
ing of L, is uniquely consistent, so b2 is adjacent to both b, and b3 and the result 
follows. 0 
We prove the following similarly. 
Proposition 5.5. (a) Let L, = b1b2b3 and L, = b4b5b6 be minimal secondary com- 
plements of C that are adjacent at node 3. Then blb2b3b4b5b6 is the unique consis- 
tent ordering of the edges of L, U L,. 
(b) Let L, =blb2 1.. 6, be a minimal secondary complement of b= b,, where 
m>3, and let L,=bRP,,_,,... b,b,. Then bnP(m_21... b,,b1b2... 6, is the unique 
consistent ordering of edges of L, U L2. 
If C is not a web, i.e., C contains no spiders, we can resolve all its minimal secon- 
dary complements into paths of length 12, by Proposition 4.3. Overlapping com- 
plements can then be amalgamated to form a partition &, of C into paths, again 
with uniquely consistent orderings. We then apply Propositions 5.3-5.5 repeatedly 
to amalgamate adjacent pairs of paths of &, wherever possible, and denote the 
resulting partition by Zi . 
Proposition 5.6. Suppose C is not a web. Then G has feathers at the boundary 
nodes of each path in A’, . 
Proof. Let a, b be adjacent edges of C, and L,,L2 be minimal secondary com- 
plements of a, b, respectively. Since C has no spiders, Propositions 5.3, 5.4, and 
5.5(b) imply that an b is a boundary node of a path in Z, if and only if 
/L, 1 = IL21 = 2 and G has a feather at a fl 6. The result follows. 0 
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Definition 5.7. Let L = 6, b2 e.1 6, be a path of C, where m 2 2, and suppose G has 
feathers at the boundary nodes n and m of L. If both are either right or left feathers, 
we say L is feathered in parallel. If G has a left (right) feather at n (m), i.e., both 
feathers are oriented towards the exterior of L, then we say L is feathered outward. 
Otherwise, i.e., if both are oriented towards the interior, we say L is feathered in- 
ward. These are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Let z be any partition of the edges of C into paths having feathers at each boun- 
dary node and whose orderings are uniquely consistent. 
Proposition 5.8. Suppose C is not a web and (Z( ~3, and let X= b, ... 6, and 
Y=b,+l .‘. bP be paths in .Z that are adjacent at node m. Suppose X and Y are 
each feathered in parallel, with the same orientation. Then 6, ... b,b, + , ... bP is the 
unique consistent ordering of the edges of XU Y. 
Proof. Let Z= b,, , .+. b, be the path in 2 adjacent to Y at p. There are nonbasic 
edges x, y, z parallel to bl, b,n + ,, bP+ ], respectively, and a nonbasic edge w parallel 
to either b, or bq+,. Then x and z determine a secondary bicycle K with 
CnK=b,+,b,+2 ... b, and complement C-K= XU Y- 6,. Similarly, y and w de- 
termine either YUZ-b,,, or YUZ-b,,, - 6, as a secondary complement. 
These complements overlap, so the result follows by amalgamation. q 
We prove the following similarly. 
Proposition 5.9. Suppose C is not a web and (C( 22. Let X= b, 0.. b, and 
Y=b,+l a.. bP be paths in .Z that are adjacent at node m. If X is feathered inward 
and Y is feathered in parallel and oriented towards X (i.e., has left feathers at its 
boundary nodes), then the amalgamation 6, ... b,b, +, .-- bP is the unique consis- 
tent ordering of XU Y. 
Proposition 5.10. Suppose C is not a web and IxIr2. Let X= 6, ... b,, Y= 
b m + 1 . ..b.,, andZ=b,+, +.. b, be paths in z, where X, Y are adjacent at m and x Z 
are adjacent at p. (If IZl =2, then X=Z.) If Y is feathered outward, then the 
amalgamation 6, ..’ b,b,+, ... b,b,+, “. 6, is the unique consistent ordering of 
XUYUZ. 
These results lead to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. Either (a) the ordering of the edges of the cycle C is uniquely consis- 
tent with the secondary bicycles of B(G) or (b) there is a partition .Z2 of C into two 
paths whose orderings are uniquely consistent. 
Proof. If C is a web, then by the Corollary 5.1, (b) holds with &= {bi bz, b3 0.. b,}. 
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Suppose C is not a web. If I_Z,j 12, the result follows immediately. If j,Z’, 123, we 
amalgamate its paths by repeatedly applying Propositions 5.8-5.10 wherever pos- 
sible, to obtain a partition &. An enumeration of the possible cases that can occur 
shows that lZ1l 52. If I_& = 1, then (a) holds, while if IC,l =2, then (b) holds. q 
Corollary 5.12. Suppose C is not a web and (b) holds. Then the two paths of & 
are each feathered in parallel, with the same orientation. 
Proof. If the result is false, then since I& = 2, one path in .Zz is feathered inward 
and the other outward. Proposition 5.10 now implies they can be amalgamated, in 
contradiction. 0 
Corollary 5.13. Suppose (b) holds. Then C is a web if and only if one path in & 
has length 2. 
Proof. If C is a web, the result follows from the first sentence of the proof of 
Theorem 5.11. Conversely, suppose & = (X, Y} and 1x1 = 2. If C is not a web, 
then by Corollary 5.12, X and Y are each feathered in parallel, with the same orien- 
tation (WLOG to the right). Let X= blbz and Y= b3 ... 6, be adjacent at node 2. 
Since there is a right feather at n, there is some m 2 2 for which all nonbasic edges 
meeting nodes 1,2, . . . , m also meet n. But then there can be no right feather at 2, 
in contradiction. 0 
Thus in all cases the order of the edges in C can be established, with the possible 
exception of reversing two adjacent edges. The algorithm proceeds by testing both 
possible orderings, and we will assume below that the ordering of C has been com- 
pletely determined. 
6. Attaching nonbasic edges to a cycle 
Having constructed the order of the edges in the basis B= C= 6, b2 ... b,, we 
must now determine the nodes to which the nonbasic edges are incident. 
Proposition 6.1. Let x and z be nonbasic edges of G. Suppose x lies in a secondary 
bicycle K whose complement L+C and contains bibi+l, but x and z are not con- 
tained in such a secondary bicycle together. Then z is incident to node i. 
Proof. Let y be the nonbasic edge in K different from x. If x is incident to i, then, 
since bib;+ l c L, y also meets i. Since K must contain two cycles but neither b, nor 
bi+i, x and y must both be loops. But then L =C, in contradiction. So x (and 
similarly y) does not meet i. 
If z does not meet i either, then x and z determine a secondary complement con- 
taining bib;+ 1, in contradiction. So z is incident to i. 0 
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Corollary 6.2. Suppose there exist nonbasic edges x and y that are not incident to 
node i and are not adjacent loops. A nonbasic edge z is incident to i if and only if 
there is no secondary bicycle containing z and either x or y and whose complement 
contains bi b; + 1 . 
Using this result, we can fit nonbasic edges of G to the nodes of C, and we will 
assume below that this has been done wherever possible. 
Corollary 6.3. Either Corollary 6.2 -fits every nonbasic edge in G to C, or there 
exists a node i such that one of the following three exceptional cases occurs: 
(a) all nonbasic edges meet i; 
(b) all nonbasic edges meet i except for one edge that is not a loop; 
(c) all nonbasic edges meet i except for one or more loops at some node j. 
Corollary 6.4. One of the cases (a)-(c) holds if and only if for some node i, Cor- 
ollary 6.2 fits at least one edge to each node except i and at most one edge to two 
distinct nodes j, k f i. In these circumstances, 
(i) nonbasic edges that have not been fitted to any node are loops at i; 
(ii) case (b) holds if and only if such an edge [j, k] exists in G; 
(iii) case (c) holds if for some node j, there are at least two nonbasic edges e, f 
fitted to j such that (e, f > is a bicycle. Such edges are loops at j. 
Note that if there is only one loop e at j, the procedure will fit it to j but not 
distinguish it from an edge e = [i, j]. Thus case (a) is indistinguishable from case (c) 
where there is one loop at j. This corresponds to rolling e from i to j and is the sub- 
ject of further discussion in Section 9. 
Let Hbe the IBI xO(lE12). mci d ence matrix introduced earlier in Section 5. Let 
the separation set S,, of two distinct nonbasic edges x, y be the set of boundary 
nodes of the secondary complements that they determine. This set consists of the 
nodes at which x and y meet the cycle C and is found by examining the columns 
of H. In particular, a node ig SXY if and only if for some column j of N represen- 
ting a secondary complement of X, Y, hij f h;, I,j, where addition is taken modulo 
n. We create the separation sets of pairs of nonbasic edges in time O(lBI lE12). 
The following easy result is related to Corollary 6.2 and provides an efficient test 
for fitting nonbasic edges to nodes of C. 
Corollary 6.5. Let x and y be nonbasic edges that are not adjacent loops and i be 
a node that is not in their separation set, i.e., i $ SXY. Then a nonbasic edge z is inci- 
dent to i if and only if i E S,,. 
It is straightforward to find a small set of nonbasic edges to play the role of x 
and y in Corollary 6.5 so that the remaining edges z can be tested against them. The 
complexity of this is dominated by the 0( lB1 IEI’) time required to create the 
separation sets. 
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7. Reconstructing a cycle with an arm 
We now assume that B=M, IBlz 5, and that B consists of a cycle C with exactly 
one arm A. By Theorem 2.1, each node of G that is not the axilla of A is met by 
at least one nonbasic edge, and if C is a loop, then some nonbasic edge meets the 
axilla as well. Furthermore, every nonbasic edge meets the terminal node of A. 
Let C=(n,b,,l,&,2 ,..., n-l,b,,n) as before, andA=(n,a,,1’,a2,2’ ,..., a,,&). 
Here n is the axilla and m’ is the terminal node of A. 
Theorem 7.1. Consider two basic edges of G. If they are adjacent and do not meet 
at the axilla of A, then they form a secondary complement of B(G). If 1 C 12 3, then 
the converse is true. Moreover, b,a, (b,a,) is a secondary complement if and only 
if C is a loop. 
Proof. First note that any two adjacent edges of A form a secondary complement. 
Indeed, if m = 2 this is immediate. If m >2 and 1 < i<m - 1, then L = aiUi+, is a 
secondary complement determined by two nonbasic edges meeting its boundary 
nodes J(L). For a,a2, we use nonbasic edges at nodes 2’ and 1 if C is not a loop and 
at 2’ and n otherwise. Similarly, a,_ la, is a secondary complement. An analogous 
argument shows that if n L 3 and 15 iln - 1, then bibi+ 1 is a secondary comple- 
ment. So the first assertion follows. 
Conversely, let L be a secondary complement of B(G) with IL 1 = 2. Let L = B - K, 
where K is a secondary bicycle determined by nonbasic edges x, y. Since L is con- 
nected, its edges are adjacent. If IC/ ~3 and L = b,bl, then x, y must meet nodes 
1, n - 1, n, and each must meet m’, a contradiction. If C is not a loop and L = b,a,, 
then x and y must meet nodes 1, n, and l’, and both must meet m’. So m’= 1’ and 
IAl = 1. But this is impossible, since K= {x, y} U b2 ... 6, is not a bicycle. The same 
argument shows L # bnal. Thus the second assertion follows. 
Finally, if C is a loop, then blal is a secondary complement determined by non- 
basic edges at nodes 1’ and 2’ (these are distinct since IAl 24). 0 
Corollary 7.2. If C is a loop, then each pair of adjacent basic edges forms a secon- 
dary complement of B(G). If /C I = 2, then b1 6, = C is a secondary complement if 
and only if a nonbasic edge meets the axilla of A. 
As in Section 5, form the O-l incidence matrix H whose rows are indexed by the 
1 B1 = m + n edges of B and whose columns are indexed by the 0( lE 12) secondary 
complements and secondary bicycles of B(G). As before, apply the circular ones 
algorithm to order the rows of H, in time O(lBl lE12), to reconstruct the order of 
the basis edges. In light of Theorem 7.1, we need only include complements of size 
2 and may omit the bicycles in forming H. 
If ICI = 1, we reconstruct B as a single path. By Theorem 7.1, we know that one 
end of the path must be the cycle loop, but cannot determine which end this is. If 
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ICI 2 3, we construct two paths X and Y, one of which must be C and one A. We 
may not be able to determine which end of A meets C, or even which of X, Y is C 
and which is A. If 1 C / = 2, we construct a path containing all but two edges of B, 
and so again obtain two such paths Xand Y. The following results show that in most 
cases, we can distinguish A from C. 
Proposition 1.3. If 1 C 1 I 2, then no set of the form A U { bi} is a secondary com- 
plement of B(G). If IAl 23, then CU (a,} is a secondary complement. 
Proof. Suppose ICI 2 2 and L = A U {b;} is a secondary complement. Since L is 
connected, bj= bl or b,, and without loss of generality we may take bi= b,. 
Let L = B - K, where K is the secondary bicycle associated with L. Then 
KnB=b2... b,, and the nonbasic edges of K must meet nodes 1, n. Since they also 
meet m’, K contains a single cycle, in contradiction. 
On the other hand, G contains nonbasic edges at 1’ and (m - 1)‘. If IA I 2 3, these 
are distinct and determine CU {al} as a secondary complement. 0 
Thus if IA 1 2 3 and 1 C / ~2, Proposition 7.3 allows us to distinguish A from C, 
and determine which of the two paths X, Y is C and which is A. Moreover, we can 
determine which edge of A meets C. 
If ICI = 1 we reconstruct B as a single path and, under the assumptions of this 
section, this is the only case where the algorithm produces a path. Since we do not 
know which end is the loop, the algorithm proceeds by testing both possibilities. 
Suppose ) A I 5 2, so that I C 12 3. Then (WLOG) 1 X / 5 2 and 1 Y I I 3. In applying 
the algorithm, we do not know which of X, Y is A and which is C. If we were to 
assume that Y=A, then Proposition 7.3 would imply that X forms a secondary 
complement with a single edge of Y. This is false, so we can distinguish A from C 
in this case. However, we may not be able to establish which end of A meets C. The 
algorithm proceeds by assigning each end of A in turn to be the axilla n and the 
other the terminal node m’, and attempting to fit both possibilities. 
Proposition 1.4. Let x, z be nonbasic edges of B and c, d be basic edges adjacent 
at a node c rl d of basic degree 2 (or, if C is a loop, at the axilla of A). Suppose 
x lies in a secondary bicycle K whose complement L #B and contains both c and 
d, but x and z are not contained in such a secondary bicycle together. Then z is inci- 
dent to cfl d. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.1, except that if C is not a loop 
then c, d are either both on C or both on A. Note that x, z are both incident to m’ 
and that x cannot meet cn d. We omit the details. 0 
The assumption in Proposition 7.4 that c fl d have basic degree 2 is necessary. If 
ICI ~2, the nonbasic edges of K meet the axilla n, and z meets C elsewhere, then 
cd = b, b, provides a counterexample. 
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We can use Proposition 7.4 to determine the incidences of all nonbasic edges at 
the interior nodes of the paths X and Y, since at least two nonbasic edges miss any 
given node of G - m’. Except for the special role of the axilla n, the algorithm is 
similar to that constructed in Section 6. Its runtime is also at most O(lBl lE/‘). 
The remaining nonbasic edges are either loops at m’ or join n to m’. There are 
two cases to consider, IA 12 2 and IA I = 1. 
Proposition 7.5. Let I A I I 2. Then G contains a nonbasic edge x parallel to a,. A 
nonbasic edge y that has not already been fitted is a loop at m’ if and only if 
B - a,,, = B - K is a secondary complement for a secondary bicycle K whose non- 
basic edges are x and y. 
Proof. If y is a loop at m’, then it is clear that B - a, is such a secondary comple- 
ment. If y is not a loop at m’, then it joins n to m’, so any secondary bicycle K deter- 
mined by x and y must contain b, , b,, or al. The result now follows. 0 
If IAl = 1 then G need not contain such an edge x. Since C contains two nodes 
other than n, G has a cycle C’ (containing two nonbasic edges) passing through 
m’= 1’ but not through n. We can distinguish a loop y at m’ from a nonbasic edge 
x parallel to a, =a,, since C’U {y] is a bicycle but C’U {x} is not. 
8. Reconstructing two disjoint basic cycles 
Now suppose B=M, IB( 2 5, and B consists of two disjoint cycles C,, C,. By 
Theorem 2.1, each node of G is met by at least one nonbasic edge and every 
nonbasic edge meets both cycles. Let Ci = (n, b,, 1, bZ, 2, . . . , n - 1, b,, n) and C, = 
(m’,a,,l’,az,2’, . . . . a,, m’). By assumption m + n? 5. Without loss of generality, 
suppose n 5 m. 
Proposition 8.1. Every pair of adjacent edges of C, forms a secondary comple- 
ment. If n L 3, the same is true for C,. 
Proof. Let x, y be nonbasic edges meeting the boundary nodes (j- l)‘, (j+ 1)’ of 
L=ajaj+l. Since m 13, x and y are distinct and determine a secondary bicycle 
whose complement is L. 0 
Corollary 8.2. If a E B is in no secondary complement of size 2, then a E C, and 
n52. 
Using Proposition 8.1, we can amalgamate pairs of adjacent edges to reconstruct 
C,. If I Ci I 2 3 we can similarly reconstruct Ci . If I C, / 5 2 then there will be either 
a single basic edge or a pair of basic edges left undetermined, in which case we have 
also reconstructed C,. 
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The proof of the following is similar to those of Propositions 6.1 and 7.4. 
Proposition 8.3. Let x, y, z be nonbasic edges of G and c, d E Ci be adjacent basic 
edges. Suppose that x and y determine a secondary complement L # Ci containing 
both c and d, but that neither x, z nor y, z do. Then z meets both c and d. 
As in the previous two cases, Proposition 8.3 allows us to determine the in- 
cidences of nonbasic edges at all nodes of C,. If n 2 3 the same is true for Cl, and 
if n = 1 this is trivial for C, . If n = 2, then at least three nonbasic edges meet C1. 
Since two edges can determine a secondary complement consisting of a cycle if and 
only if they meet at the same node of the cycle, the incidences at the nodes of C, 
can also be determined. So we can reconstruct G whenever B consists of two disjoint 
cycles. Once again, the details of the reconstruction are similar to those given for 
a single cycle. The complexity remains at most 0( 1BI II!? 1’). 
9. Nonminimal fundamental classes 
In the preceding sections, we have shown how to reconstruct G in the special case 
that B = M, except for the case /B I< 5. Now suppose G contains nonminimal basic 
edges. The results of [ 121 show that G/(B -M) is a connected graph in which every 
edge lies in a bicycle, and that contraction preserves the ordering of the fundamental 
classes and introduces no additional secondary equivalences. Thus, M is a basis for 
B(G/(B -M)) consisting of minimal edges from a single minimal class and for 
which no two basic edges are secondarily equivalent. If /Ml >5, we may then apply 
the preceding sections to B(G/(B - M)) in order to reconstruct G/(B - M). 
In this and succeeding sections we show how the nonminimal classes of B(G) may 
be “reattached” by “uncontracting” them from G/(B -M) according to their fun- 
damental ordering. We begin by studying the structure of nonminimal fundamental 
classes. 
The results below classify the structure of nonminimal classes. They follow 
directly from [ 12, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.51 and the assumption that no two 
basic edges of G are secondarily equivalent. Recall from [12] that each basic compo- 
nent K contains a unique cycle C, and that there is a unique path in K from each 
edge to C. Also, a fundamental class [a] of basic edges is maximal if and only if 
for all b E B, a< b implies a= b, i.e., it is maximal for the partial order on B/c. 
Theorem 9.1. Let [a,] be a nonminimal fundamental class of G contained in a 
single basic component K and let C be the unique cycle in K. Then [a,] has one of 
the following forms: 
(a) [a,] is a path R from some a,, to (WLOG) a,, where the unique basic path P 
from a,, to C contains [a,]. Let 0 and n be the distinct terminal nodes of R, where 
n is a node of a,. If [aI] is maximal, then all other basic edges meet [a,] in at most 
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node 0, each edge in Q[a,] meets n, and each interior node of R is met by at least 
one edge of Q[a,]. 
(b) [a,] consists of two nonloop edges a,, a2 that meet only at a common node 
0. If [a,] is maximal then all other basic edges meet [a,] in at most 0, and each edge 
in Q[a,] joins the other two nodes of a,, a2. 
(c) [a,] consists of two nonloop edges al, a2 with no common nodes. There are 
(unique minimal) basic paths P,, P2 that meet C and contain a,, a2, respectively. 
If [a,] is maximal then all other basic edges meet [al] in at most the nodes of a,,a2 
closest to C along P,, P2, and each edge in Q[a,] joins the other two nodes of 
aI, a2. 
(d) [a,] consists of three nonloop edges a,, a2, a3 meeting at a common node 0. 
There is a unique basic path P from 0 to C containing (WLOG) a3. If [a,] is maxi- 
mal then all other basic edges meet [a,] in at most the node of a3 other than 0, and 
each edge in Q[a,] joins the other two nodes of a,, a2. 
(e) [a,] = C. If [a,] is maximal then each edge in Q[a,] meets C, and all nodes of 
C are met by at least one edge of Q[a,]. 
Corollary 9.2. If a nonminimal class [a,] meets more than one basic component, 
then it meets precisely two components K,, K2 and has one of the following two 
forms: 
(f) [a,] consists of nonloop edges al and a2 in K, and K2, respectively. If [a,] is 
maximal then a, and a2 have nodes of basic degree 1, and each edge in Q[a,] joins 
these nodes. 
(g) [a,] consists of a nonloop edge al in K, and a cycle C2 in K2. If [a,] is maxi- 
mal then every edge in Q[a,] joins the same node of a, to C2, each edge in Q[a,] 
meets C2, and all nodes of C2 are met by at least one edge of Q[a,]. 
We refer to a fundamental class as being of type (a)-(g), as specified in Theorem 
9.1 and Corollary 9.2. 
The matroid structure alone does not always specify the form of a nonminimal 
class [a] uniquely when we reattach it to G/(B - M) in attempting to reconstruct G. 
The remainder of this section identifies two forms for [a] that are not distinguished 
by the matroid B[G]. These results are applied in Sections 10-12. Definitions similar 
to the following appear in [17,5,6]. 
Definition 9.3. Let U, u be distinct nodes of G = (K E) and P = (u = uo, al, ul, a2,. . . , 
anrun= u) be a path from u to u whose interior nodes have degree 2. Let G’= 
(V,E’) be the graph obtained from G by replacing a,, = [u,_ ,, u] by aA = [u, _ 1, u], 
and setting a’= a for all other a E E. We say that G’ is obtained from G by rolling 
P away from u to u. The inverse operation is called unrolling P from u to u. If the 
map a -+ a’ determines an isomorphism of B(G) with B(G’), we call it a legitimate 
path (un)roNing. Figure 4 shows an example of a path rolling. 
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Fig. 4. 
Definition 9.4. A lasso at node u is either a cycle or loop containing u, or else a 
cycle with an arm that terminates at u. 
Proposition 9.5. Rolling a path P away from u to u (unrolling P from u to u) is 
legitimate if and only if every lasso in G-P at u contains v. 
Proof. WLOG, we may assume P= (u, e, u) consists of a single edge e= [u, u], and 
that e’= [u, u] is a loop at u. Suppose some lasso H in G - e at u does not contain 
u. Then HU e’ is a bicycle in G’, but HU e is not a bicycle in G. Thus rolling e from 
u to f4 is not legitimate. 
Suppose conversely that rolling e from u to u is not legitimate. Then there is some 
set HcE- e such that one of HU e, HU e’is a bicycle and the other is not. If HU e’ 
is a bicycle then H is a lasso in G-e at u and does not contain v, since otherwise 
HU e would also be a bicycle. 
On the other hand, if HU e is a bicycle then HU e’ is dependent in B(G’), since 
it has more edges than vertices, and so some proper subset of HU e’ is a bicycle in 
G’. No subset of H is a bicycle, so H has a proper subset HI for which H, U e’ is 
a bicycle. But H, U e cannot be a bicycle in G, so by the above, HI is a lasso in 
G-e that does not contain v. 
Since G’- e’= G - e and unrolling e’ is legitimate 
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Corollary 9.6. Rolling e = [u, u] from v to u (unrolling e = [u, u] from u to v) is legiti- 
mate if and only if u lies in an acyclic component of G, = G - v (G, = (G - v) -e). 
Definition 9.7. Let G = (FE) be a graph containing the subgraph of Fig. 5, where 
P,, P6 and P, are paths whose interior nodes have degree 2. We call the interchange 
of P, and P, to form the graph G3 =(KE’) a 3-starpath rotation of G. More pre- 
cisely, let P, = (U = uo, al, ul, a2, . . . , u,_,,a,,u,=u) and Pc=(v=~o,~lr~1,~2 ,..., 
w~_~,c~,w~=w). Define E’by setting aA=[u,-,,w] and c~=[w~_,,u], and e’=e 
for all other e E E. If the map e -+ e’ is an isomorphism of B(G) with B(G3), we call 
it a legitimate 3-star path rotation. 
Proposition 9.8. If the above 3-star path rotation of G is legitimate, then u and u 
are in distinct acyclic components of G w = (G - P, U Pb U P,) - w. Conversely, if u 
and v are in distinct acyclic components of GW and no edge joins w to the compo- 
nent of v, then the rotation is legitimate. 
Proof. WLOG, we may assume P,, Pb, P, consist of single edges a, b, c, respective- 
ly. It is easy to see that if u and u are in distinct acyclic components of G’” and no 
edge joins w to the component of u, then B(G) and B(G3) have the same bicycles. 
Conversely, suppose the rotation is legitimate. If u and u are in the same compo- 
nent, there is a path P from u to v in Gw. In G, the set H= P U {a, 6) is a bicycle 
but PU {a, c} contains no bicycle, i.e., H’= P’U {a’, 6’) is independent in B(G3). 
This contradicts legitimacy, so u and v are in distinct components of G”. 
If there is a cycle in either component, then there is a lasso L in G” at either u 
or u. In either case, H, = L U {a, b) is a bicycle in G, but H,’ is independent in 
B(G3), again a contradiction. 0 
For a legitimate 3-star path rotation, we denote the component of G w containing 
u by H, = (VU, E,) and adopt similar notation for v. Let H, = (VW, E,) denote the 
graph induced by deleting from G the nodes of V, and V, and all edges of G (not 
GW) incident to them. Note that V= V, U V, U V, while E is composed of 
E, U E, U E,, together with P,, Pbr P, and any edges joining w to H, and H,. 
Proposition 9.9. If a 3-star path rotation for G is legitimate, then (i) H, is con- 
nected and (ii) at most one edge in G other than those on P, joins w to H,. 
Moreover, (iii) either only P, joins w to H, or else (G-P,) - u is acyclic. 
Proof. Since G is connected and no edge in G joins a node in V,,,- w to either H, 
or H,, (i) follows. If two edges d, e join w to H,,, then E, U P,U {d,e} contains a 
bicycle in G, but E, U Pb U {d,e} does not. Since the rotation is legitimate, (ii) 
follows. If (iii) is false, there is an edge d from w to H, and a lasso L at w in 
(G-P,) - u. Then E, U L UP, U {d} is dependent in B(G), but E, U L UP, U {d} 
is independent, again a contradiction. 0 
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Legitimate path (un)rollings and 3-star path rotations where node u has degree 3 
are thus operations that may be performed on G without altering the matroid struc- 
ture of B(G). A third such operation is obtained by rearranging the edges along any 
path in G whose interior nodes all have degree 2. Let G’ be a graph obtained from 
G by performing one of these three operations. We show in [13] that if N(dG, w) = 
B(G) is a bicircular generalized network on G with generalized incidence matrix A, 
then there is a bicircular generalized network N’=N(dG’, w’) on G’ whose 
generalized incidence matrix A’ is projectively equivalent to A. Thus, these equiva- 
lent forms may be used interchangeably when attaching nonminimal fundamental 
classes to G/T. 
10. Proper contractions and neighborhoods of attachment 
Let TC B - M, H= G/T, and let B,= B - T be the basis for B(H) obtained from 
B by removing T. 
Definition 10.1. If [b] c BH whenever b E BH, we call Ha proper contraction of G. 
In this case, we call [a] c T a maximal attachment class of H if a E T and there is 
no bEB, for which alb. 
Definition 10.2. Let a E T and define HV [a] = G/(T- [a]). We say that HV [a] is 
obtained by attaching the fundamental class [a] to H. 
Lemma 10.3. Let H= G/T be a proper contraction of G and [a] c T be a maximal 
attachment class for H. Then H V [a] is a proper contraction of G, [a] is a maximal 
fundamental class of B(Hv [a]) and HV [~]/[a] = H. 
Proof. Clearly, Hv [a] is a proper contraction of G. The graph H= G/((T- [a]) U 
[a]) = (Hv [a])/[~]. Since the order of fundamental classes is preserved by contrac- 
tion, [a] is a maximal class of B(Hv[a]). 0 
We construct HV [a] from H by determining the form of [a] according to 
Theorem 9.1 and its corollary and then finding its nodes of attachment in H, using 
the following concept. 
Definition 10.4. We denote the set of nodes of an edge e in H by v,(e). For each 
aET,letN,[a]=n{I’H() e : e E Q[a]} . The set NH [a] is called the neighborhood of 
attachment in H of the fundamental class [a]. Note that Q[a] is determined by the 
matroid B(G), but that NH[a] is determined by the form that the edges in Q[a] 
take in the contraction H. Clearly, INH[a] 1s 2. 
Recall the assumptions made on the matrix U and the matroid B(G) in Sections 
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1 and 2. In 0(lB12 IEI) t ime, we calculate the ordering of the fundamental classes 
of basic elements of M(U) by comparing rows of U pairwise, and use a topological 
sort to label the classes accordingly. Thus only maximal attachment classes for H 
are “uncontracted” at each stage. We can find Q[a], which is essentially the cocir- 
cuit of a in M(Lr), by reading the nonzero nonbasic entries of the row corresponding 
to a in U, which is in standard form. Thus, NH[a] = (7 {I/H(e): e~Q[a]) can be 
calculated in O(lEl) time. 
Propositions 10.5 and 10.6 and the remarks following them handle the cases 
INH [a] I = 0,2, respectively. The case INH [a] 1 = 1 is considered in Sections 11 and 
12. 
Proposition 10.5. Let H be a proper contraction of G and [a] C T be a maximal 
attachment class for H. If NH[a] =0, then [a] is a maximal fundamental class of 
type (e) in HV [a]. A nonbasic edge e E Q[a] joining [a] to a node i in the component 
of HV [a] containing minimal edges becomes a loop at i in H. 
Proof. By Lemma 10.3, [a] is maximal. The result now follows from Theorem 9.1, 
its corollary and the rules of contraction in a bicircular matriod. 0 
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 10.5, arguments similar to those given for 
the reconstruction of a pair of cycles of minimal edges show that the secondary com- 
plements of Hv[a] uniquely order the edges of [a], which is a cycle, in time 
0( lBI /E12) and determine the incidence structure in HV [a] of the edges eE Q[a]. 
Proposition 10.6. Let H= G/T be a proper contraction of G and [a] c T be a max- 
imal attachment class for H such that INH[a] I = 2. Then [a] contains at most two 
edges and its type in H v [a] is: (a) if and only if I [a] I = 1; (c) if and only if I [a] 1 = 2 
and all e E Q [a] meet nodes lying in a single basic component of H; (f) if and only 
if I [a] 1 = 2 and each e E Q[a] is incident to two distinct basic components of H. 
Proof. If [a] is of type (b), (d), (e) or (g), then every eE Q[a] contracts to a loop 
in H. Thus, each I/,(e) is a singleton and INH[a] j I 1. Since INH[a] I = 2, [a] is of 
type (a), (c), or (f). 
Suppose [a] is of type (a) and let NH[a] = {i, j}. Then in H, every edge eE Q[a] 
must join i to j. In HV [a], [a] is a path that must attach to one of these nodes, say 
i. By Theorem 9.1, all e E Q[a] meet the node of [a] farthest from the cycle of basic 
edges in the same basic component as [a], i.e., farthest along the path from a to 
the cycle. So in HV [a], each such e must join i to j. The interior nodes of the path 
[a] have degree 2, and any two adjacent edges in [a] are secondarily equivalent. 
Since by hypothesis no such edges exist, I [a] 1 = 1. The converse follows immediately 
since both types (c) and (f) possess exactly two basic edges. The remaining state- 
ments follow in a similar fashion. 0 
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Under the hypotheses of Proposition 10.6, it remains to determine which node(s) 
of Hare incident to [a] in Hv[a]. If Q[a] is a singleton, Q[a] = {e}, then [a] U {e} 
forms a path connecting i and j with interior node(s) of degree 2. Thus the order 
of the edges in the path is arbitrary in this case, and we may suppose that 1 Q[a] j 2 2. 
Assume [a] is of type (a). Let C, be the cycle of basic edges in the basic compo- 
nent containing [a] and suppose that, in H, i does not lie on Cr. In H every 
eE Q[a] meets i, so there is a unique nonempty basic path P from i to Cr. Let el, 
e2 E Q[a]. If Cr U PU {e,, e2} is a circuit in HV [a], then a must meet j. Otherwise, 
a meets i. Since any pair of edges of Q[a] may act as e,,e2 and U is in standard 
form, this test requires only 0( 1B1) time. Similar arguments determine the point of 
attachment when both i and j lie on Cl. Types (c) and (f) are handled in the same 
fashion. Thus, the case INH[a]I =2 is complete. 
11. Singleton neighborhoods of attachment 
When NH[a] is a singleton the situation is more complicated. We make the 
assumptions of the previous section and suppose in addition that H=G/T is a 
proper contraction of G and [a] C T is a maximal attachment class for H. 
Proposition 11.1. Zf INH[a] / = 1, then [a] is of type (a), (b), (d), (e) or(g) in HV [a]. 
Proof. In both cases (c) and (f) all nonbasic edges pass between the terminal nodes 
of the two disconnected paths of basic edges belonging to [a]. Hence in each case 
IN,[a]j =2. 0 
In the remainder of this section, we develop tests for determining the form of a 
given fundamental class [a] with a singleton neighborhood of attachment. 
Proposition 11.2. Suppose lNH[a] I = 1 and I[a]l ~4. Then [a] is of type (a), (e) or 
(g). The order of basic edges in [a] and the incidences of edges in Q[a] are uniquely 
determined by the secondary circuits of H v [a], with complexity 0( I B I I E 12). 
Proof. Cases (b) and (d) represent classes with two and three elements, respectively. 
Proposition 11.1 implies that class [a] is either of type (a), (e) or (g). If [a] = al 1.. a,, 
is a path of type (a), then every edge of Q[a] meets the node of a, farthest from 
the cycle C of minimal edges. All interior nodes meet at least one edge of Q[a]. Basic 
edges meet [a] in at most the node of a, closest to C. The incidence structure of the 
class [a] in HV [a] follows from arguments similar to those given for the reconstruc- 
tion of a minimal class consisting of a cycle with an arm. Similarly, the incidence 
structure of a class [a] of types (e) or (g) follows from arguments similar to those 
given for the reconstruction of a pair of minimal cycles. The complexity follows 
analogously. q 
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By Proposition 11.2, we may reduce the problem to the case of a fundamental 
class [a] with at most three edges and a singleton neighborhood of attachment. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that 1 [a] 1 I 3 and NH[a] is 
the singleton set {i} . 
Lemma 11.3. In H, suppose there exists a nonloop edge eE Q[a], incident to i. 
Then in H V [a], [a] is of type (a) and is incident to i. 
Proof. Suppose [a] is of type (b), (d), (e) or (g). Then in H, each e E Q[a] is a loop 
at i. So by Proposition 11.1, [a] is of type (a). 0 
Let H(a, i) denote the set of edges in Q[a] that are loops at node i in H. 
Proposition 11.4. Suppose 1 [a] / = 1. Then [a] is of type (a) or (e). Zf [a] is of type 
(a), then a= [i, j] with j#i, and in HV [a] the edges of H(a, i) are either parallel to 
a or loops at j. Elements of Q[a] - H(a, i) which pass from i to k# i in H join j to 
k in HV [a]. Zf [a] is of type (e), then a is a loop at some node j#i, Q[a] = H(a, i), 
and in HV [a] the edges of Q[a] all join i to j. 
Proof. Since classes of type (b), (d) or (g) contain at least two edges, [a] is of either 
type (a) or (e). If [a] is of type (e) and there existed some e E Q[a] - H(a, i), then 
e would be a loop at some node other than i in H, and NH[a] = {i} would be 
empty. Thus, Q[a] = H(a, i) and each e E Q[a] joins i to j in HV [a]. A similar argu- 
ment establishes the result for type (a). 0 
Under the hypotheses of Proposition 11.4, let el, e2 E Q[a], el #e2. Then {ei, e2} 
forms a circuit in HV [a] if and only if e,,e, are loops at node j. Since in a class 
of type (e) Q[a] has no loops in HV [a], the existence of two loops at node j 
establishes [a] as type (a). Furthermore, incidences of the remaining edges of Q[a] 
may now be determined using the two known loops as reference points. There are 
at most O(lE12) such tests, each requiring O(lBl) time, for a total complexity of 
O(lBl lE12). Th us, either we determine HV [a] uniquely or else we may assume that 
in HV [a], Q[a] contains at most one loop at node j and [a] has one of the following 
three forms (this uncertainty will be resolved in Section 12): 
(i) a = [i, j] and each e E H(a, i) is parallel to a in H V [a]; 
(ii) a = [i, j], there exists ei E H(a, i) which is a loop at j in HV [a], and all other 
e E H(a, i) are parallel to a; 
(iii) a is a loop at node j, which must be in a different basic component from i. 
Each edge eeQ[a] =H(a,i) joins i to j in Hv[a]. 
By Lemma 11.3 and Proposition 11.4, if H(a, i) = 0 then [a] is of type (a) and all 
incidences of Q[a] in HV [a] are uniquely determined. Thus we may assume that 
H(a, i) #0. In particular, this implies that the minimal class M of B(G) is a cycle 
C together with at most one arm A, and that i lies in the same basic component of 
H as C. We will treat the cases I [a] j = 2 and I [a] I = 3 separately. 
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1l.Z. The case I[a]l =2 
We now assume /[a] / = 2 and examine the possible forms of [a]. 
Proposition 11.5. When l[a]l =2, [al is of type (a), (b), (e) or (g). 
Proof. The neighborhoods of attachment for classes of type (c) and (f) always con- 
tain exactly two elements. Maximal attachment classes of type (d) contain exactly 
three elements. The result now follows from Theorem 9.1 and Corollary 9.2. 0 
Since j [a] 1 = 2 we have j Q[a] / 12, since otherwise the two edges of [a] would be 
secondarily equivalent. Proposition 11.6 below follows from a case argument in- 
volving the maximal attachment classes of type (a), (b), (e) and (g). Recall the nota- 
tion of Theorem 9.1. 
Proposition 11.6. The class [a] contains an element (WLOG) a that forms a circuit 
in HV [a] with every pair of edges in Q[a] if and only if either 
l [a] is of type (a), a = a,, is the terminal edge of [a], and each e E Q[a] is parallel 
to a except perhaps for one loop at the terminal node n, or 
l [a] is of type (g) and a is a loop forming its own basic component. All edges 
of Q[a] then join the two edges of [a]. 
Applying Proposition 11.6 to a class [a] requires testing at most 0(lEj2) non- 
basic pairs of edges with each of the two elements of [a], for a total time bound 
of O(lBl /E12). A successful test reduces the range of possible forms of [a], and the 
situation is similar to cases (i)-(iii) described after Proposition 11.4. This uncer- 
tainty is also resolved in Section 12. 
Since every class [a] of type (g) and cardinality 2 has one edge that is a loop 
forming its own basic component, Proposition 11.6 applies to classes of type (g). 
Thus if the test fails, we may assume that [a] is of type (a), (b) or (e). The algorithm 
proceeds by applying the tests given in Propositions 11.7 and 11.8. 
Proposition 11.7. For all el, e2EQ[a], {e,,e2} forms a circuit in HV [a] if and 
only if [a] is of type (a) and e,, e2 are loops at node n. In this case, the form of [a] 
is completely determined by using the known loops as references. 
Proposition 11.8. Let el, e2 E Q[a]. Then {el, e2, a} is a circuit in HV [a] if and only 
if [a] is of type (a), a= a, is the terminal edge of [a] and either both e,, e2 are 
parallel to a, or one is parallel to a and the other is a loop at n. In this case, if there 
exists at least one edge e of Q[a] - {e,, e2} that is neither parallel to a nor a loop 
at n, then e may be used to determine the incidences of el and e2. In turn, [a] is 
completely determined by using either el or e2 as reference. 
The test given in Proposition 11.6 determines whether the hypotheses of Proposi- 
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tion 11.7 or 11.8 are also satisfied, at no additional cost. Incidences of the edges 
in Q[a] are determined in all cases by tests similar to those outlined at the end of 
Section 10. There are at most O(lE 1) such tests each requiring O(lBl) steps, for a 
total bound of O(lB/ IEI). 
Suppose [a] is of type (a), with a = a,, . If none of Propositions 11.6-l 1.8 applies, 
then there are no loops at IZ, exactly one edge of Q[a] that is parallel to a,, and at 
least one that is not. We now assume classes of type (a) have this form. Proposition 
11.9 below then follows from the forms of (b) and (e) and this restriction. 
Proposition 11.9. Let I Q[a] I >2. Let e1,e2 EQ[a]. Class [a] is of type (b) if and 
only if for all eE Q[a] - {e1,e2}, {e,,e2,e} is a circuit in HV [a]. In this case, UN 
incidences in HV [a] are completely determined. 
The test given in Proposition 11.9 also requires O(lBI 1EI) time. Now suppose 
Q[a] = {e,, e2} and [a] is of type (b). Since no two basic edges of G are secondarily 
equivalent, at most two basic edges, c and d, may be attached to [a] in G. These 
are shown in Fig. 6. Note that a legitimate 3-star path rotation of aI and de2 yields 
a graph in which [a] is of type (a). Thus, if Propositions 11.6-l 1.9 do not apply then 
we may assume [a] is of type (a) or (e). 
The next result, which follows directly from the form of maximal classes of type 
(e), further narrows the possibilities for the class [a], and yields a test that requires 
O(lB lE12) time to perform. 
Proposition 11.10. Suppose I Q[u] I > 3 and consider two distinct edges of Q[ul. If 
there exist two additional distinct edges in Q[a] such that no three of the four form 
a circuit in HV [a], then [a] is of type (e) and all incidences are determined. 
In summary, maximal attachment classes containing exactly two elements are of 
type (a), (b), (e) or (g). If Proposition 11.6 applies, then [a] is of either type (a) or 
(g), in which case it has a form similar to (i), (ii), or (iii), and arguments similar to 
the ones that resolve those cases complete the attachment of [a]. Otherwise, we may 
assume [a] has type (a), (b) or (e). Propositions 11.7 and 11.8 either uniquely iden- 
tify [u] or further restrict classes of type (a) to the following new form: 
(iv) [a] is of type (a), Q[u] has no loops, and exactly one edge of Q[u], called the 
marker edge of [a], is parallel to the terminal edge of [a]. 
Fig. 6. 
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Proposition 11.9 and the remarks following it identify classes of type (b). Finally, 
Proposition 11.10 restricts unidentified classes of type (e) so that 
(v) [a] is of type (e), exactly one edge of Q[a], again called the marker edge of 
[a], meets one node on the cycle [a], and all edges meet node i. 
Thus, all unidentified classes [a] of cardinality 2 may be assumed to have type 
(iv) or (v). While it may not be possible to distinguish classes of type (iv) and (v) 
without attaching additional classes, the following tests may be used to identify the 
unique marker edge in each case. We call e E Q[a] a Q-edgefor a if e E Q[b] for some 
basic edge b such that 1 Q[b] I> 1 and either 6> a or b and a are noncomparable. 
The Q-edges for a may be determined in time O(lBl IQ[a] I), using the given matrix 
U and the order of edges in the basis B. 
Proposition 11.11. Suppose [a] has form (iv) or (v) and assume (by contracting if 
necessary) that all edges of Q[a] meet node i in H. If lQ[a] I > 2, then the marker 
edge e, is the unique element of Q[a] such that (e1,e2} U PU C is not a circuit in 
HV [a] for any e2 in Q[a], where P is the unique path from node i to the cycle C. 
Suppose Q[a] = {e1,e2}. If el,e2 are Q-edges for a, then [a] is of type (e) and 
NV [a] is uniquely determined. If e, is a Q-edge for a but e2 is not, then e2 is the 
unique marker edge of [a]. If neither e, nor e2 is a Q-edge for a, then (WLOG) [a] 
has form (iv), el is its marker edge and a is its terminal edge. 
Applying Proposition 11.11 requires time O(lB/ IE12) if jQ[a]l > 2 and O(lBI) 
otherwise. If an edge of Q[a] passes to a node k from which the unique basic path 
to a basic cycle does not pass through i, the identification of the marker edge is 
handled in Section 12. 
If Propositions 11 .lO and 11 .ll apply, we may assume that if [a] is of type (e) 
then one node in [a] is met by exactly one edge of Q[a], while the remaining edges 
of Q[a] meet the remaining node. 
11.2. The case 1 [a] 1 = 3 
We now assume I [a] I = 3. 
Proposition 11.12. If I[a]l =3, then class [a] is of type (a), (d), (e), or (g). 
Proof. All other classes have fewer than three edges. 0 
If [a] is of type (e), or if [a] is of type (a) and some edge of Q[a] meets both nodes 
of [al-degree 1 or passes to a node k#i in H, then the reconstruction follows by 
an argument similar to that given for I [a] I ~4. Otherwise, the forms of [a] are con- 
tained in those for the case I [a] I = 2. The arguments given there will complete this 
case subject to the same time bound. 
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12. Ordered contractions for singleton neighborhoods of attachment 
As in Section 11, we assume that H= G/T is a proper contraction and [a] c T is 
a maximal attachment class for H. The preceding sections outline the possible forms 
of [a], and we now consider further results enabling us to distinguish among these 
forms. 
Using the propositions above, we attach [a] to H. Either [a] is uniquely deter- 
mined, or lNH[a] 1 = 1 and [a] has one of the forms (i)-(v) discussed above. Let 
NH[a] = {i}. Forms (ii), (iii) may be obtained from form (i) by rolling either some 
e, E H(u, i) or a, respectively, from i to j. Similarly, form (iv) may be obtained 
from form (v) by a 3-star path rotation. These operations may be legitimate and 
hence indistinguishable in HV [a]. However, they may not remain legitimate in the 
full graph G. To distinguish these forms we must attach additional fundamental 
classes to HV [a]. This construction is simplified if attachments are made according 
to their fundamental order. 
Definition 12.1. We call H an ordered contraction of G if and only if for all 
[u]cBH, if [b]cB and [b]~ [a] then [b]cB,. 
Lemma 12.2. Let H= G/T be an ordered contraction of G and suppose no fun- 
damental class [b] < [a] is a maximal attachment class for H. Then HV [a] is an 
ordered contraction of G. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of ordered contraction. 0 
Throughout the remainder of this section we assume that both H and HV [a] are 
ordered contractions of G. There are two cases to consider, according to whether 
or not i lies on C. We first assume i does not lie on C. 
Proposition 12.3. Under the above assumptions, suppose there exists e E Q[u] with 
the form of un edge e = [i, k] in H, k f i, and that the unique basic path Pk in H 
from k to C does not puss through i. Then in H v [a], the form of [a] is uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. The result follows since in HV [a], (e} U Pk U C is a lasso at j not passing 
through i. 0 
If the hypothesis of Proposition 12.3 is satisfied, the result may be used to deter- 
mine the form of HV [a] in O(lQ[u]l) tests, each requiring O(lBI) time. 
Let P be the unique basic path in H from i to C, and t be the edge at i lying closest 
to C along P. By [12, Lemma 5.21, [t]<[u]. 
Definition 12.4. A tall tree rooted at node i is a rooted tree of basic edges at i, in 
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which exactly one edge t (the trunk) meets i, and which is maximal with respect to 
set inclusion over all trees rooted at i with trunk t. The unique child of the root is 
known as the fundamental branch node of the tall tree. 
Consider the fundamental classes [b], if any, such that H(a, i) fl Q[b] #0 and [a], 
[b] are noncomparable. Let NB[a, i] = {[b,], [b2], .. . , [b,]} be the collection of 
classes that are minimal for these properties. The set NB[a, i] is called the set of next 
neighbors of class [a] at i. Let b. =a, H, = HV [a], and Hk = HV [a] V [b,] V a.. V 
[bk_,], 1 ~krn. 
Lemma 12.5. NB[a,i] consists of those fundamental classes of B(G) with the 
following properties. For each 1% k< n, either 
l [bk] is of type (a) and contains the trunk, (WLOG) bkr of a tall tree T, rooted 
at node i. In HV [a], at least one edge e, E Q[bk] passes from T, to i and at least 
one edge e2EQ[bk] does not; or, 
l [bk] is of type (e), [a] has type (a), 1 Q[bk] 1 22, and el E Q[a] fl Q[bk] is a loop 
in HV [a] at the terminal node of [a]. 
Proof. Classes of type (b), (c), (d), (f) and (g) share nonbasic edges only with com- 
parable classes distinct from themselves. 0 
We will attach [a] to H and the classes of NB [a, i] to H1 = HV [a]. If no such 
classes exist and [a] is not uniquely determined, then it is necessary to examine 
classes [b] > [a]. We treat this below, and for now assume that NB[a, i] #0. 
The class [a] = [b,] and the classes [bk] of NB [a, i] are attached and tested in 
turn. For k> 0, if [bk] is uniquely determined, attach it according to its determined 
form. Otherwise, if 1 [bk]l = 1 (2), attach it as if it were a class of form (i) ((iv)). 
Note that if [bk] is not uniquely determined and has cardinality 3, then 
NB[bk, i] = 0. If 1 [bk] I 2 4, then it is uniquely determined by Proposition 11.2. Next, 
the classes of each NB [bk, i] are attached, 1~ k<n, and tested. This process is 
repeated until all next neighbors at i of each [bk], their next neighbors, etc., are 
attached as well. Let U NB = {[b,], [b,], . . . . [bN]} be the collection of all such 
classes attached in the above process. Let E,=0. For each kz 1, [bk] E U NB 
belongs to NB[b,, i] for some 1 I k - 1, and there is some edge e E Q[bk] fl H,(b,, i). 
Let Ek = E, U {e}. The sets Ek are used to construct paths connecting classes attached 
at node i that do not themselves pass through i. 
We will show inductively that at each stage k> 1 of this process, either all edges 
have been uniquely determined or at most one class [c] has been improperly attach- 
ed. If all edges of Hk have been uniquely determined, then there exists a lasso in Hk 
meeting [a] and missing i. If a class has been improperly attached, one of two cases 
can occur. In the first case, all classes attached contain exactly one edge and have 
been attached as form (i), and there exists at most one class [c] such that the true 
graph is obtained by rolling an edge of {c} U Q[c] away from i. In the second case, 
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exactly one class [c] contains two elements and has been attached as form (iv), all 
other classes contain exactly one edge and are correctly attached as type (i), and [cl 
has form (iv) or (v). Then the true graph is obtained by a 3-star rotation of an edge 
of [c] with an edge of Q[cl. 
This is certainly true for [a] = [b,], i.e., for Hr = HV [a]. Suppose it is true for 
Hk, and consider the maximal attachment class [bk], where [bk] eNB[b,, i], 
11 k- 1. If Hk is uniquely determined, then by the induction assumption there is a 
lasso L meeting [a] and not passing through i. Let eE Q[bk] fl H,(b,,i). Either [bk] 
is uniquely determined in HV [bk] and hence in Hk+ 1, or [bk] has one of the forms 
(i)-(v). In the latter case, [bk] is attached to Hk as (i) or (iv), according to its 
cardinality. The edge set E, U L U {e} may be used to construct a lasso in Hk+, 
missing i. This lasso uniquely determines the form of [bk] and of all nonbasic edges 
in Hk+ 1. 
Now suppose Hk is not uniquely determined and all next neighbor classes attach- 
ed at i contain exactly one edge, are attached as form (i) and there exists at most 
one class [c] such that the correct graph is obtained by rolling an edge of {c} U Q[c] 
away from i. Let e, E Q[&] fl H, (b,, i). Suppose there exists e2 # er , e2 E Q[&] tl 
Q[b,] for some ml k- 1. Then there is a lasso meeting [bk] and not passing 
through i. This lasso, constructed using the sets Ek and E,,,, determines Hk+, and 
therefore Hk in O(lBl /E12) t ime. Thus, we may assume, all edges of the set 
Q[bk] - {ei} are correctly attached as loops at node i in Hk and that e, is either 
parallel to b, or a loop at the terminal node of [b,]. 
Lemma 12.6. The maximal attachment class [bk] is either uniquely determined in 
Hv [bk], or has one of the forms (i)-(v). If [bk] is uniquely determined, there exists 
a lasso meeting [bk] in Hk+ 1 which does not pass through node i. This lasso uni- 
quely determines a lasso meeting [a] and not passing through i, and thus all of 
H k+ I* 
Proof. The remarks above imply that [bk] has type (a) or (e) in Hk+ 1, hence in H 
and NH[bk] = {il. Furthermore, if [bk] has type (a), then at least one edge of Q[bk] 
meets both terminal nodes of [bk]. The result now follows from Propositions 11 .l- 
11.10. 0 
The lasso of Lemma 12.6 is constructed in O(IE I) steps, its edges are temporarily 
pivoted into the basis, and the corresponding matrix is put into standard form. 
This requires O(lBj lE12) additional steps. Using this lasso, each of the maxi- 
mal attachment classes [b,], 1 I is k - 1, can be fitted uniquely in 0( IB 1 1 Q[bJ I 2, 
steps. 
Lemma 12.7. Suppose [bk] has one of the forms (i), (ii) or (iii). For each class [b,] 
attached at i, m 5 k- 1, we construct (using Ek, E,) a path Pk.,, of nonbasic edges 
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from [bk] to [b,] that does not pass through node i. Let ek E Q[bk] and e,,, E Q[b,]. 
Then : 
l The set {ek, e,,,} U Pk,,, iS a circuit in Hk+, if and On& if [bk], [b,] have form 
. . 
(ii) and ek, e, are loops in Hk + , . 
l The set {ek, 6,) U Pk,m is a circuit in Hk+, if and Only if [bk], [b,] have forms 
(ii), (iii) respectively and ek is a loop in Hk+ 1. 
. The Set {bk, e,} U Pk,m iS a circuit in Hk+, if and On& if [bk], [b,] have forms 
(iii), (ii) respectively and e, is a loop in Hk+, . 
l The set {bk, b,} U Pk,m is a circuit in Hk+, if and only if [bk], [b,] have form 
(iii). 
Lemma 12.8. Suppose [bk] has one of the forms (iv), (v) and let el be the unique 
marker edge of [bk]. For each class [b,] attached at i, m 5 k- 1, we construct 
(Using Ek, E,) a path Pk,,, of nonbasic edges from [bk] to [b,] that does not pass 
through node i. Let e, E Q[b,], e, # e, . Then : 
l If el E Q[b,] then [bk] has form (v) in Hk+ 1. 
’ The Set {b,,e,,e,} UP,,, is a circuit in Hk+ , if and only if [bk] has form (iv), 
bk is the terminal edge of [bk], [b,] has form (ii) and e, is a loop in Hk+ , . 
l The Set { bk, e,, 6,) U Pk,m is a circuit in Hk+ , if and only if [bk] has form (iv), 
bk is the terminal edge of [bk], and [b,] has form (iii) in Hk+,. 
l The Set {e,} U [bk] U Pk,m is a circuit in Hk+, if and only if [bk] has form (v), 
[b,] has form (ii) and e, is a loop in Hk+ 1. 
l The Set { 6,) U [bk] U Pk, m iS a Circuit in Hk+ 1 if and On& if [bk] has form (v) 
and [b,] has form (iii) in Hk+, . 
If any one of the sets in Lemma 12.7 or 12.8 is a circuit, there exists a lasso 
meeting [a] that does not pass through node i and which may be used to determine 
H k + 1 uniquely. 
Notice that Lemma 12.8 implies that if all / [b,] 1 = 1, m I k - 1, and 1 [bk] 1 = 2, 
then all attachments are uniquely determined except for a possible 3-star rotation 
involving class [bk]. We now consider the case where some 1 [b,]l =2. Lemma 12.9 
follows from an argument similar to Lemma 12.6 above. 
Lemma 12.9. Suppose that in Hk, exactly one class [b,], m 5 k - 1, contains two 
elements and has form (iv) or (v), and that all other classes contain exactly one edge 
and have form (i). The maximal attachment class [bk] is either uniquely determined 
in HV [bk] or has one of the five forms (i)-(v). Zf [bk] is uniquely determined, there 
exist lassos meeting [bk] and [a] in Hk+ , that do not pass through node i and which 
uniquely determine all of Hk+ , . 
Lemma 12.9 implies that the tests given in Lemma 12.8 continue to be valid for 
additional next neighbor classes of size 1. As each additional next neighbor class of 
size 1 is attached, it is compared with [b,] using the tests given in Lemma 12.8. If 
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a class of size 2 and form (iv) or (v) is attached, the tests given in Lemma 12.10 
below are applied. 
Lemma 12.10. Suppose that in Hk, exactly one class [b,], m I k- 1, contains two 
elements and has form (iv) or (v), and all other classes contain exactly one edge and 
have form (i). Let [bk] be a maximal attachment class for Hk of form (iv) or (v). 
Let ek, e, be the unique marker edges for [bk], [b,] respectively. Construct (using 
Ek, E,) a path Pk,m of nonbasic edges from [bk] to [b,] that does not pass through 
node i in Hk+l. 
The set {bk,eI,bm,e,> up,,, iS a CirCUit in Hk+, if and only if [bk], [b,] have 
form (iv), and bk, b, are the terminal edges of [bk], [b,] respectively. 
The set {bk,ek) U [b,l up,, is a circuit in Hk+, if and only if [b,,,] has form 
(v), [bk] has form (iv), and bk is the terminal edge of [bk]. 
The Set {b,, e,,,} U [bk] U Pk.,, is a circuit in Hk+ 1 if and only if [b,] has form 
(iv), [bk] has form (v), and 6, is the terminal edge of [b,]. 
The set [bk] U [b,] U Pk.,, is a circuit in H k+, if and only if [bk], [b,] have form 
(v). 
If any one of the sets in Lemma 12.10 is a circuit, there exists a lasso at [a] that 
does not pass through node i and which may be used to determine Hk+, uniquely. 
These lemmas yield the following proposition. 
Proposition 12.11. Upon completion of the tests above, we may assume that either 
H,,,+ , is uniquely determined; or there exists a class [bk] containing two elements, 
all other classes are trunks of tall trees rooted at i and all nonbasic edges have been 
attached correctly except perhaps for a 3-star rotation of edges from [bk] U Q[bk]; 
or all classes except perhaps one have form (i) and attach at node i, and at most 
one has form (ii) or (iii). 
By keeping track of the order of attachment of maximal classes of U NB at node 
i, we complete the tests of Lemmas 12.7-12.10 in O(lel jE12) time. 
It remains to examine fundamental classes [b] > [bk] for 0~ ks N. This also 
applies to the situation where NB[a, i] is empty. First suppose I [bk] 1 = 2, [bk] = 
{bkr b;). 
Proposition 12.12. Let [b] > [bk] be a maximal attachment class for HV [bk], and 
let e, be the unique marker edge for [bk]. Suppose e,, e2 E Q[b]. Then [bk] is of type 
(e) if and only if { e,, e2} U [bk] forms a circuit in HV [bk] V [b]. All remaining inci- 
dences of [bk] are then uniquely determined. 
Proof. The result follows since in HV [bk] V [b], such a class [b] would have the 
form shown in Fig. 7. 0 
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Fig. 7. 
Definition 12.13. A basic edge b > bk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N, is a circuit edge for [bk] with 
respect o H if and only if there exists distinct edges e, f E Q[b], called a circuit pair 
of [b], such that {b, e,f} U CU P is a circuit in HV [bk] v [b], where C is the cycle 
of minimal edges and P is the unique basic path from i to C. 
In the results below, if the fundamental class [b] of a circuit edge b has cardinality 
>l, then b’ will denote some edge b’# b, b’= 6. Proposition 12.14 follows from a 
case argument involving the possible nodes of attachment of [b]. 
Proposition 12.14. Let / [bk] 1 = 1 and e, be the unique marker edge of [bk]. Let 
b be a circuit edge for [bk], with circuit pair e, f #el. Define the set A to be 
{e, f } U [bk] if / [b] 1 = 1 and {e, f, b’} U [bk] otherwise. Then [bk] is of type (e) if and 
only if A forms a circuit in HV [bk] V [b]. Otherwise [bk] is of type (a), and bk is 
parallel to e, if and only if A U {e, } - {b; > is a circuit in HV [bk] v [b]. 
If the hypotheses of either Proposition 12.12 or 12.14 are satisfied, then [bk] and 
all of HN+l are uniquely determined. 
Consider now the case 1 [bk] 1 = 1, kz0. We examine [b] > [b,] = [a] and note that 
the argument for k> 1 follows in a similar fashion. To simplify matters, contract 
all basic edges meeting node i in H except t, the edge at i lying closest to C along 
P. We apply the results of this section and Section 11, and conclude that the attach- 
ment form of [b] depends on the form of [a] in Hv[a], as shown in Fig. 8. 
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from i to j. Thus, the proper contraction HV [a] v [b] has one of the forms given 
in Fig. 9. 
Propositions 12.15-12.18 follow from a case argument on each of the sixteen 
possible attachment types of [b] in HV [a] V [b]. 
Proposition 12.15. Let b be a circuit edge for [a] and e2, e3 be distinct elements of 
Q[b]. Let A C HV [a] v [b] be {a, e2, e3} ((a, b’, e2, e3}). Then a is a loop at nodej in 





i ,_-- .’ 














--Y .’ e1 
(10) _- 
Fig. 9. 
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Proposition 12.16. Let b be a circuit edge for [a] and lQ[b] 123. If el,e2,e3 are 
distinct elements of Q [b], then e, is a loop at j in HV [a] if and only if {b, e,, e2} U 
CUP forms a circuit in HV [a] v [b], but {b, e2, e3 > U C U P does not. 
Proposition 12.17. Let b#c be circuit edges for [a]. Suppose Q[b] = {e,,e2} 
and Q[c] = {e3,e4} are disjoint. Let A = Q[b] U Q[c], together with b’ (c’) if 
l[bll (IICII) ~1. Th en no ei is a loop in H’=HV [a]V [b]V [cl if and only if A is a 
circuit in H’. If A is not a circuit in H’, then el is a loop in H’ if and only if 
A U { 6) - { e2} is a circuit in H’. 
Proposition 12.18. Let b#c be circuit edges for [a]. Suppose Q[b] = {e,, e2} and 
Q[c] = {e2, e3}, where e,,e,,e, are distinct. Then e2 is a loop in HV [a] at node j. 
If b is a circuit edge for [a], then Proposition 12.19, also proved by a case 
analysis, shows how Q[b] may be used to determine the incidences of the edges in 
Qbl - QWI. 
Proposition 12.19. Let b be a circuit edge for [a], with circuit pair e, f. An edge 
e,~Q[a]-Q[b]istheuniqueloopatjinHV[a]ifandonlyif{e,,e,f}({b’,e~,e,f}) 
forms a circuit in HV [a] V [b]. 
Thus if the hypotheses of one of Propositions 12.15-12.18 are satisfied, that 
result together with Proposition 12.19 allows us to construct HV [a] completely. If 
none of those is satisfied, then Proposition 12.19 still establishes the incidences of 
Q[a] - Q[b]. It is then left to determine those of Q[b], which must have cardinality 
2 and consist of the unique circuit pair for 6. The possible configurations of b 
together with its circuit pair are in fact 3-star rotations of each other. 
Notice that if there exists a circuit edge b for [a] with respect to H, then there 
exists a lasso at j not passing through node i in HN+ 1 V [b]. We can use this lasso 
to determine all incidences for [bk], 1 I k<N. Similarly, a circuit edge for [bk], 
kr 1, insures the complete reconstruction of each [b,], I# k, including [a]. Thus, 
we may assume there exists at most one edge b that is a circuit edge for any of the 
classes in u NB. 
Finding circuit edges for [bk] requires 0(IE)2 1 [bk] 1 IBI) steps. Once circuit 
edges have been found, the tests given in the above results can be applied in time 
O@12 PII. 
Theorem 12.20. Let H be an ordered contraction of G and [a] c B - Bn be a maxi- 
mal attachment class of H which is minimal with respect o this property. If Nn[a] = 
{i}, where i does not lie on C, then either H V [a] can be uniquely reconstructed 
from B(G) or else we may assume (WLOG) that [a] has the form assigned in the 
above fitting process. 
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Proof. Suppose [a] has form (ii) in NV [a] where el is the unique loop at node j. 
The argument is similar if [a] is case (iii) or (v) in HV [a]. In the full graph G, el 
has one of the following forms, which are handled separately: 
Case 1. ei joins the basic component containing a to a basic component K that 
does not. 
Case 2. ei is a loop at some node ki contained in a basic tree rooted at node j. 
Case 3. el = [k,,k,], where k,, kZ are nodes of a tree rooted at j and the basic 
path P from k2 to C passes through kl. 
Case 4. ei = [k,, k2], where kl, k2 are nodes of a tree rooted at j and the basic 
path P from k, to C does not pass through kl. 
Case 1. Let [b] be the class containing the unique basic cycle of K. Then 
[6] = [bk] E U NB, for some k. If 1 [b] I> 2, then its form is easily recognized using 
Propositions 10.5, 11.9, and the associated remarks. If [b] = (6) then there is an 
unrolling of b to node i in G. In this case, let kl be the node of G meeting b. If 
[6]={b,b’} d an no test is conclusive, then there is a 3-star rotation of the edges 
{b,b’,e,} in HN+i, where e2 is the unique marker edge of [b], so we may assume 
[b] has type (a) and hence [a] has form (i). Since there is at most one additional class 
[c] for which e, E Q[c] (in which case, Q[c] = {e2}), this 3-star rotation exists in G 
(for legitimacy, see the end of the proof). In this case, label the node of [b] that 
does not meet the marker edge e2 by kl. 
Case 2. There is a edge unrolling of ei to i in G. 
Case 3. For all basic edges b between k,, k2 on P, 1 Q[b] 1 I 2. Otherwise Prop- 
osition 12.16 would apply and ei would be uniquely determined. By Proposition 
12.17 and 12.18 there are at most two classes [6], [c] lying on P between kl , k2. If 
there are exactly two classes then (WLOG) Q[b] = {ei,e2} and Q[c] = {ei}. This 
portion of G has one of the two forms shown in Fig. 10. If a class [d] exists, then 
Q[d] = {e2}. In the first configuration in Fig. 10, exchanging the path e2d with b 
is a 3-star rotation. Class [a] has form (i) in the contraction of the resulting graph 
to HV [a]. In the second configuration, exchanging the path eic with b results in a 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 11. 
similar 3-star rotation. If there is exactly one class between ki and kz the same 
argument yields a similar 3-star rotation. 
Case 4. Reasoning as in Case 3, the portion of G containing el has the form as 
shown in Fig. 11, where d may or may not exist. Again there exists a 3-star rotation 
and edge permutation along paths whose interior nodes have degree 2 to obtain a 
graph constructed under the assumption that [a] has form (i) in HV [a]. 
In each of the above cases, the operations performed fail to be legitimate if and 
only if there exists a lasso at k, missing node i. However, the existence of such a 
lasso guarantees that one or more of the tests in this section is conclusive. Hence, 
the unique loop at node j in HV [a] is determined. q 
We return to the case when i lies on the cycle C of minimal edges. If we have iden- 
tified a nonbasic edge e that does not meet i in G/(B - M), then e determines a cycle 
C, which does not meet node i in HV [a]. Substituting C, for C in the above 
arguments yields an algorithm for determining the form of [a]. 
Now consider the case referred to immediately after Corollary 6.4. Here M= C 
is a cycle, and we have determined only that all nonbasic edges meet node i on C 
with at most one exception, an unidentified nonbasic edge which has been rolled 
away from i to form a loop at some other node on C. Hence, the neighborhoods 
of attachment of the nonminimal fundamental classes may not be uniquely deter- 
mined. In this case, we treat each node j # i on C as if it met a “virtual” basic edge 
bj of type (i) or (ii) attached at node i. Then Q[bj] consists of the nonbasic edges 
meeting node j. (Note that at most one of these nodes is a loop at node j, while all 
other edges of this type pass to node i.) The set NB[b;,i] contains the virtual fun- 
damental classes associated with nodes adjacent to j on C. The algorithm proceeds 
exactly as before by attaching additional next neighbors of each of these classes. If 
during this process a class is uniquely determined, then there exists a lasso meeting 
a node of the cycle which misses node i, and the remaining edges are uniquely deter- 
mined. Otherwise, we check classes [b] such that Q[b] c Q[bi] for circuit edges as 
in the previous cases. An argument similar to that given in Theorem 12.20 shows 
that either the form of all edges is uniquely determined or we may assume unknown 
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classes to be types (i) or (iv) depending upon their size, The overall complexity of 
the tests in Sections lo-12 is 0(1B12 lE12). 
13. Summary of the algorithm 
Let U be an m x n matrix that is projectively equivalent to the generalized inci- 
dence matrix of a bicircular generalized network N= (dG, w). In this section we 
summarize the algorithm for determining the underlying graph G. 
We first find a basis B for the column matroid M(U) and put II into standard 
form (again called U) using Gaussian elimination. We eliminate zero rows of U and 
contract out elements of B that belong to no fundamental circuits of M(U). By 
decomposing U into its nonseparable components [2] we may assume (WLOG) that 
it is nonseparable. 
The fundamental circuits of M(U) may be read from the nonbasic columns of U. 
The relationship between any pair of basic edges under the fundamental order may 
be read directly from U by comparing corresponding entries in the two rows 
representing them. We construct the minimal classes of M(U) and pivot to a basis 
containing a single minimal class [ 121. We then calculate the secondary circuits of 
M(U) and construct the secondary equivalence classes. Finally, we choose a repre- 
sentative of each secondary equivalence class and contract the remaining edges of 
the class. 
At this stage we may assume (WLOG) that U is an m x n matrix with full row rank 
m. Every basic edge of M(U) is contained in at least one fundamental circuit and 
no two edges are secondarily equivalent. There exists a connected graph G such that 
U is projectively equivalent to the generalized incidence matrix of a bicircular 
generalized network N= (dG, w). The complexity of these initial operations is 
dominated by pivoting to a single minimal class, m3n, and by calculating secon- 
dary equivalence, mn2. 
We now contract the nonminimal basic edges of M(U) and let M denote the 
resulting basis of minimal edges. For each form that A4 can take, we can determine 
M to within a small number of cases by using a certain collection of connected sets. 
For example, if A4 is a cycle the order of edges is determined by the secondary com- 
plements and secondary circuits. We form an incidence matrix whose rows and col- 
umns correspond to M (in some order) and to these sets. The row order is consistent 
with the connectivity of these sets if and only if the matrix has the circular ones 
property. Thus, if 1MI >4, we use a circular ones algorithm [4,16] of complexity 
mn, together with the results of Sections 3-8, to reconstruct M and attach the non- 
basic edges. If IMI 14, we use a case argument to do the same thing. In either case, 
the cost of reconstruction is mn2. Note that the form of the contracted graph may 
not be uniquely determined at this stage. The ambiguity is resolved as the non- 
minimal fundamental classes are attached. 
Next, we determine the fundamental order of the basic classes of M(U) by com- 
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paring rows of U pairwise, and use a topological sort to label the fundamental 
classes. The total cost of these operations is bounded by m2n. Fundamental classes 
are attached to G/(T-M) according to their labels to obtain ordered contractions 
of G. 
The algorithm proceeds as outlined in Sections 10-12. The cost of attaching any 
single class is bounded by mn2. Since there are at most m classes, this implies a 
total complexity of m2n2. In the case that an entire cluster U NB of next neighbors 
is not uniquely attached, the cost of finding circuit edges with respect to members 
of the cluster is m,mn2, where m, is the number of classes [b] for which there 
exists some [bk] E IJ NB, [b] > [bk]. Note that this operation is performed at most 
once for each class [b] and hence is bounded by m2n2 in the entire algorithm. 
In conclusion, if CT is an m x n matrix that is projectively equivalent to the genera- 
lized incidence matrix of a bicircular generalized network N=(dG, w), the worst- 
case complexity of reconstruction of the underlying graph G is m2n2. 
Once G has been constructed, it is necessary to assign directions and gains to the 
arcs of G in order to obtain the generalized incidence matrix of N= (dG, w) projec- 
tively equivalent to G. An algorithm for this is given in [13]. 
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